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EinRtein-Hern1itian metricR on non-COlupact Kähler manifoldR

Shigetoshi Bando

In his paper [D], Donaldson showed that there is a natural correspon
dence between the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections with finite
action on the complex Euclidean plane C 2 and the moduli space of holo
morphic vector bundles on the complex projective plane p2 whose restrie
tions to the complex line at infinity are trivial. The purpose of the paper
is to generalize the result for certain class of I(ähler manifolds.

Let X be an n-dimensional (n > 2) compact I(ähler manifold and D
a smooth divisor which has positive normal line bundle. We denote the
complement of D by X and put a cone-like I(ähler metric w on X. We fix
a point 0 in X and denote the distance from 0 by r. Then our main result
IS

Theorem 1. There is a natural correspondence between tbe moduli space
of Einstein-Hermitian holomorphic vector bundles on (X, w) which satisfy
the curvature decay condition

with € > 0,

and have trivial holonomy at infinity, and tbe moduli space of holomorphic
vector bundles on X whose restrietions to D are U(r)-fIat.

Corollary 2. If (X, w) is asymptotica11y loca1ly Euclidean, ALE in short,
then in tbe Theorem 1 we can replace the curvature decay condition by

And in this case it is equivalent to

for any € > O.

Corollary 3. Let X be a non-singular compact I{ähler surface, C a non
singular curve with positive self intersection C2 > 0 and E a holomorphic
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vector bundle on X. If the restrietion Eie of E is poly-stable with vanisbing

first ehern class cl(Elc) == 0 E H 2 (C,R) then we have

Moreover tbe equality holds if and only if E is Bat.

Remark.
(i) mCorollary 3, if EI c is poly-stable but may have non-vanishing first

Chern class, then considering E(jJ)E* one can get the following inequal
ity.

r = rankE.

One can also show that the equality holds 'if and only if E is projectively
Rat.

(ii) Let X is a compact normal surface, C a smooth ample divisor and
E a holomorphic vector bundle on X whose restrietion to C is poly
stable with first Chern class zero. If we take aresolution, we can apply
Corollary 3.

Here we remark that Theorem 1 can be considered as a sort of remov
able singularity theorem of holomorphic vector bundles across divisors. For
a removable singularity theorem across subvarieties of higher co-dimension,
the readers are referred to [B] and [B-S].

The author would like to express his thanks to Professors Mabnchi
and Nakajima for helpful discussions. He also would like to ackno\vledge
his gratitude to Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik for hospitality. This
work was done during his stay in Bonn.
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1. Existence of Einstein-Hermitian metries

Let (X, wo) be a compact n-dimensional (n > 2) I(ähler manifold and
D a smooth divisor '\vhich has positive normalline bundle. We denote the
Poincare dual of D and its restrietion to D by the same notation [D]. Set
X == X\D. By assumption, there exists a Hermitian metric 11·11 on the line
bundle Lv defined by D such that its curvature form B is positive definite on
a neighborhood of D. Pick a holomorphic section a of Lv on X whose zero
divisor is D. Put t == logjjall-2

• Then () == paälogllall-2 == paät.
Fix an arbitrary positive nurnber a > 0 and a sufficiently large positive
constant C. We define a I(ähler metric w on X by

r--;- -1
w == y -la8- exp(at) + CWo

a

== exp(at) () + a exp(at )pat /\ 8t + CWo.

Here we identify a I(ähler metric and its I(ähler form. Then it is easy to
see that w is a Ck'O'-cone-like rnetric for any positive integer k, real number
o< a < 1 and some positive number T > O.

Definition. A complete Riemannian manifold (M,g) is said to be Cfk,CX_

cone-like of order T > 0 if there exists a compact subset I( of M, a compact
Riemannian manifold (N, h), a compact subset K' of the cone CJ\T over J\T
and a diffeomorphism 4> : CN\K' --t M\I{ such that it holds that up to
Ck'O'-order

4>* 9 == dr 2 + r 2 h + O(r- T
).

Then in particular (M, g) is asymptotically flat in the following sense ([BI(]).

Definition. A complete Riemannian metric 9 on a manifold M is said to be
of Ck'O'-asymptotically flat geometry if for each point p E lvI with distance
r from a fixed point 0 in M, there exists a harmonie coordinates system
x == (xl, x 2 , . .. ,xm ) centered at p which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The coordinate x runs over a unit ball B m in R m.

(ii) If we write 9 == ~ gij(x)dxidx j , then the matrix (r 2 + l)-l(gij) is
bounded from below by a constant positive matrix independent of p.

(ii) The Ck'O'-norms of (1'2 + l)-lgij, as functions in x, are uniformly
bounded.

On such a manifold we can define the Banach space C;,O' of weighted
Ck'O'-bounded functions: We may assurne that (1'2 + l)-l(gij) < 1/2(8ij )
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and the norm of a function u E C;JO' is given by the supremum of the
Ck,o-norms of (r 2 + 1)8/2u with respect to the coordinates x. Then we can
apply the interior Schauder estimates as in [BI<:]. Note that on a cone-like
manifold the Sobolev inequality holds.

Definition. For the Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle (E, h) on (X,w)
with fast decreasing curvature IFI == O(r-2 - E

), € > 0, we can define a holon
omy at infinity as follows. Take a complex disk D in X which transversally
intersects D at a point 0 and the circle Sr of radius r centered at o. Then
the equivalence class of the holonomy of Sr converges as r tends to zero. It
is easy to see that the equivalence class is independent of the choice of the
disk, and we call it the holonomy at infinity.

Theorem 4. Let E a bolomorpbic vector bundle on X. Hits restrietion
EID to D is poly-stable and degree zero witb respeet to [D], then tbe
restrietion EI admits an Einstein-Hermitian metrie witb respeet to tbe
metne w whi~ satisnes tbe eurvature deeay eondition

Moreover, if EI D is Bat, tben tbe Einstein-Hermitian metrie satisnes

and bas trivial holonomy at infinity.

Proof. By assumption, EID admits an Einstein-Hermitian metric ho with

respect to the I(ähler metric 9l
D

(cf. [N-S], [Dl-3], [U-Yl-2], [Sim], [Siu],

[I<]). We smoothly extend it over X and get a Hermitian metric, we still
call it ho, on E. Then it is easy to see that with respect to the metric w,
its curvature Fo satisfies with some 0 < € < 1

[Fol == O(r-2
), (IFol == O(r-2

-
E
), if EID is flat),

IAFo I == O(r-2
-

E
),

together with the corresponding estimates for their covariant derivatives.
Now we solve the following heat equation on Hermitian metric h.

dh -1 r--;--h == -y-lAF
dt '
hl == ho.t=o
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As shown by Simpson [Sirn], for any compact smooth subdomain D in X,
we have a unique solution until infinite time with the boundary condition

Then it satisfies

dAF =DAF
dt '

dlAFI < OIAFI
dt - ,

IAFI(t,x) < l HD(t,x,y)jAFol(y)·

Here 0 and H D (t, x, y) are the complex (crude) Laplacian with respect to
wand its heat kernel on D with the Dirichlet boundary condition. Since
the metric w is cone-like, X admits the heat kernel H(t, x, y) and the Green
function G(x, y) == 1

0

00 H(t, x, y)dt. Then

{OO dh {CO (
Jo Idt h-11(x)dt < Jo dt JD HD(t,x, y)IAFol(y)

< 1= dt Ix H(t,x,Y)IAFol(y)

= Ix G(x,Y)IAFoJ(y).

Applying the argument of [B-I(] to the function u(x) == Ix G(x,y)IAFol(y)
which satisfies Du == -JAFol(y) == O(r-2-€), we can show the estimate
u == O(r-€). Thus taking the limit of t --+ 00 and D --r X, the solution
metries conveges to an Einstein-Hermitian metric. Now we call it hand it
holds that Ih - hoI == O(r-€). Then the argument of [B-I<:] and the proof
of Proposition 1 in [B-S] gives the higher order estimates of h - ho and
hence the desired curvature estimates. The triviality of the holonomy of h
at infinity follows from that for ho and the estimate of h - ho.

If n == 2 and EID is Hat, then it holds
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Sinee AF == 0, we get

This shows the first part of Corollary 3, and that the equality implies the
fiatness of E on X. To show the fiatness on X we need results in the next
seetion.

Remark. By the similar argument we ean show the following existence
theorem for harmonie mappings. Let M be a not neeessarily complete Rie
mannian manifold with the Green funetion G(x,y) > 0 and N a eomplete
Riemannian manifold with non-positive seetional eurvature. ·V'le denote the
distanee funetion on N by d. For a mapping f : M ---t N, we define

Uf(X) = JM G(x, y)16fl(Y)·

Theorem. If the integral U f converges and dennes a eontinuous funetion
on M, then f can be deformed by the heat equation to a harmonie mapping
h which satisfies

d(h(x),J(x)) < uf(x).
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2. Einstein-Hermitian bllndles with fast curvature decay

By Theorem 4, we get the correspondence stated in Theorem 1 in
one direction. Here we work in the converse direction. Let (E, h) be an
Einstein-Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle on (X,w) whose curvature
F decreases rapidly such that with 0 < E < 1

F satisfies the following equation.

DF == F * R + F * F,

where R is the curvature tensor of the metric w and *'s stand for some
bilinear pairings.

The following Lemma 5 is standerd. For instance, refer to [B-I(-N].

Lemma 5. Let u,/ and 9 be non-negative functions and r a constant such
that

Du > - fu - g, f = O(r-2
), 9 == O(r-2

-
T

),

;n r u2 = O(r-1"),
r } B(x,8r)

where B(x, 8r) is the ball of radius 6r centered at x wi tb some nxed number
o< 8 < 1. Then u satisfies

Lemma 6. For any non-negative integar k, we have

Prüof. We only show the case k = 1. The general case is done by induction.
The equation (*) implies

Here and hereafter C stands for a general constant which may change in
different appearance. Fix a small 0 < 6 < 1 and take a cut-off function
cf> > 0 such that tP == 1 on B(x,6r), d(suppe/>,o) > or and Oe/> < Cr-2

.
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Multiply the inequality (**) by 4> and integrate the result by parts, then we
get

{ IVFI 2 < J04>IFI 2 + Cr- 2 J4>IFI2 < Cr2n-6-2e.
} B(x ,5r)

Differentiate the equation (*) and get

0'\7F = R * '\7F + F * '\7F + '\7R * F

DI'\7FI > -C(jRI + jF[)[V'FI- CI'\7RIIFI·

Then we apply Lemma 5 and conclude that

FrOfi now on we work Iocally. We take a Iocal coordinates system
(z', z) = (zl, Z2, ... ,zn-I, zn) at an arbitrary fixed point p E D such that
D = {zn = O}. By calculation one can show the following Lemmas.

Lemma 7. With respect to the flat metric Idz/
1
2 + Iznl-2IdznI2, the cur

vature F admits the following estimates. For any non-zero integer k

We take an m-covering 4>m : (w',w n
) --t (z',zn) such that z' = w'

and zn = (wn)m with large positve integer m.

Lelnma 8. We pull back the bundle (E, h) to w-space by tPm, tben with
respect to the flat metric jdwl2

Now we put the assumption of trivial holonomy at infinity. On the
w-space we have Cl-bound on the curvature tensor for any fixed 1taking m
large, the connection extends over the set Dm = {w n = O} smoothly up to
Cl-order (cf. [BI(N]). Since outside Dm, the Hermitian connection satisfies
the integrability condition, it remains so over Dm and defines a Hermitian
holomorphic vector bundle E m on the 'w-space. The deck transformation
group Gm = {p: (w',wn) --t (w',pw n) I pm = I} lifts to a group of
holomorphic bundle maps of E m . We recover the original bundle E as the
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invariant subspace E = E~m I{ }' Since by assumption the isotropy
wn:;i:O

group of Gm at Dm is trivial, the natural extension E = E~m of E over
D is again a Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle. Note that EID and

Ern I is isomorphie and the later has vanishing curvature. Hence EI is
Dm D

a flat bundle. This completes the proof of the converse direction of Theorem
1. The proof also shows the last part of Corollary 3.

Corollary 2 follows from the results in [B-I(-N, §4].
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